


Guest Bath - Materials



Quantity: 6.0 Dimensions: 3/8" x 8'

Material/Finish: Brushed Nickel

Quantity: 1.0 Material/Finish: Brushed Nickel

3/8 " Brushed Nickel Metal

1-1/2" Tub Drain Kit

Details:
Complete your bath, BubbleMassage™ air bath, or whirlpool with the sleek Clearflo bath drain. The PVC piping includes a
metal control handle and cable activated bath drain, designed to complement a variety of baths. Above or below the
floor options offer you flexibility for installation.
Kohler K-7213 Features:
External 27" length cable 
Metal construction control handle and stopper 
For 14" to 21" baths deep from the center of the bath overflow outlet to the center of the bath drain outlet



Quantity: 1.0 Material/Finish: Brushed Nickel

Quantity: 1.0 Dimensions: 24" x 36"

Material/Finish: Stainless Steel

Arvo Pressure Balanced Shower System

Details:
Shower Package Includes: diverter, handles, hand shower, hose, shower arm, rough-in and valve trim 
Covered under Delta's limited lifetime warranty 
Pressure balanced valve trim - single cartridge controls the temperature of the water and the on/off function 
1 lever style handle 
Matching hand shower 
Pressure balanced rough-in valve 
ADA compliant 
High quality finish – will resist rust and corrosion through everyday use 
Delta 144840-I Technologies and Benefits:
In2ition®: The Delta In2ition Two-in-One Shower features a combination shower head and hand shower. This integrated
dual-functionality gives you maximum flexibility without sacrificing warmth, as you can choose to have water streaming
from the shower head only, the handheld sprayer only or both the shower head and hand shower at once. 
Touch-Clean®: The Delta® soft, rubber Touch-Clean® Spray Holes make it easy to wipe away unsightly calcium and lime
buildup with the touch of a finger, helping prevent your product from developing a mineral blockage which could reduce
water flow. While other kitchen faucets, shower heads and hand showers may require chemical cleaners and soaking
time to dissolve mineral buildup, Delta products featuring Touch-Clean Spray Holes can be simply wiped clean for
improved performance and an instantly refreshed look. 
Valve Trim Specifications:
Valve trim constructed of brass ensuring dependability and longevity 
Features a pressure balanced valve 
Integrated diverter is located on the valve trim 
Rough-in valve is included with this package 
Valve Trim Height: 6-1/2" (top to bottom) 
Valve Trim Width: 6-1/2" (left to right) 
Shower Head Specifications:
Multi function shower head constructed of abs with 4 separate spray settings featuring spray patterns 
Shower Head Flow Rate: 1.75 gallons-per-minute 
Shower Head Height: 6" (top to bottom) 
Shower Head Width: 6" (left to right) 
Shower Arm Length: 5-1/2" 
Hand Shower Specifications:
Hand Shower Flow Rate: 1.75 gallons-per-minute 
Hand Shower Type: Multi Function

ASI Framed Mirror

Details:
Covered under American Specialties, Inc. 15 Year Limited Warranty 
Made in America 
Constructed of stainless steel for durability 
Secure mounting assembly 
Unit can be installed to meet ADA regulations when and where applicable 
American Specialties, Inc. 0620-2436 Specifications:
Height: 36" 
Width: 24"



Quantity: 1.0 Material/Finish: Brushed Nickel

Quantity: 1.0

Bathroom Accessories

Details:
Coralais Better Accessory Pack with 24" Towel Bar, Towel Ring, Tissue Holder and Robe Hook
With a wide variety of Kohler finish options that are as durable as they are beautiful, Coralais Accessories coordinate
perfectly with Coralais faucets, and are also versatile enough for any bathroom. Includes: 24" Towel Bar, Towel Ring,
Tissue Holder and Robe Hook.
24" Towel Bar (K-13431) 
Towel Ring (K-13435) 
Tissue Holder (K-13434) 
Robe Hook (K-13433)

Cool White #641



Quantity: 1.0

Quantity: 30.0 Dimensions: 15" x 30"

Driftwood #543

Montesano - Greige Field Tile



Quantity: 16.0

Quantity: 84.0 Dimensions: 10" x 16"

Material/Finish: Glossy

Montesano - Greige Chevron

Ice White Subway Tile



Quantity: 1.0 Dimensions: 30" x 19" x 34"

Material/Finish: White

Quantity: 1.0 Dimensions: 7.44'' H X 11.81'' W X 11.81'' D

Material/Finish: Plastic

*KOHLER Gleam

Details:
This WaterSense-labeled high-efficiency toilet delivers water conservation and easy installation in a sleek, skirted
design. The Gleam two-piece skirted toilet utilizes Kohler's patented new ReadyLock installation system for easier, more
intuitive installation. The skirted trapway installs to the floor flange and attaches to the toilet, eliminating the need to
drill holes for a standard 12" rough-in while still offering the same secure installation as non-skirted toilets. 
Two-piece toilet 
Elongated bowl offers added room and comfort 
Comfort Height feature offers chair-height seating that makes sitting down and standing up easier for most adults 
1.28 GPF (4.8 lpf) 
Includes polished chrome left-hand trip lever 
2-1/8 in. (54 mm) fully-glazed trapway 
Fully skirted trapway 
Quiet-Close lid and seat prevents slamming 
Complete solution toilets provide everything you need in one box, including bowl, tank, slow-close seat, wax ring, and
floor hardware 
Single-flush gravity uses the force of gravity and a precision-engineered tank, bowl, and trapway to create a strong
siphon during flushing 
Class Five flushing technology offers virtually plug-free performance and rinsing power for a clean bowl 
Flush valve's 3:2 ratio harnesses the natural force of gravityand optimizes flush performance 
Durable canister design has 90% less exposed seal material than a 3 in. flapper for leak-free performance 
Light-touch canister flush requires a lower actuation force than a flapper 
Standard 12 in. (305 mm) rough-in 
WaterSense

Square Bathroom Exhaust Fan

Details:
This exhaust fan effectively removes moisture and reduces stuffiness. The powerful exhaust also runs very quietly.
What's Included?
- Motor 
- 1 Bulb(s) 
- Installation Kit 
- Switch
Features
- The fan is made of ABS plastic, which is strong and durable enough for a reasonable price. 
- Uniquely designed fan blades reduce air leakage and work efficiently. The copper motor guarantees a long product life.
Product size length 11.81in* width 11.81in* height 7.44in. 
- Don't worry about the life of the LED light, it can work for a long time. Trust our products and we will give you the best
value for your money. 
- Fan reduces air leakage by up to 50% for better home performance through blower door tests and reduces warm and
cold air recirculation. 
- Efficient: Powerful ventilation removes most 120 CFM full bathrooms to keep your surroundings comfortable at all
times.



Quantity: 1.0 Dimensions: 9.5'' H X 22'' W X 6'' D

Material/Finish: Brushed Nickel

Quantity: 1.0 Dimensions: height x 7.1875 in.

Material/Finish: Zinc

Quitterie 3 Light

Details:
This vanity light will be a perfect pick for contemporary spaces. Made from a metal back plate with hand-blown glass
shades, it presents a simple and elegant style with more texture. Dress up your bathroom with this classy fixture, it's also
compatible with a dimmer switch, allowing you to adjust the lighting level to suit your sleepy eyes in the mornings.
Not Included:
- Bulb(s)
Features
- Sturdy metal frame painted 
- Clear hand-blown glass in a cylindrical shape 
- Can be mounted upward or downward upon preference 
- Can be dimmable with a set of matching switches and bulbs (bulbs and switch are not provided)
Avro Center Set

Details:
Delta 25840LF Features:
Covered under Delta’s limited lifetime residential, 10 year limited commercial and 5 year limited commercial warranty 
Faucet body constructed of zinc 
Coordinates with products from the Arvo line 
Centerset mounting type - 3 hole one-piece faucet with 4" centers mounted to a non-removable escutcheon plate 
Deck mounted installation - 3 hole faucet mounts directly to sink or countertop 
Dual lever handles control the flow and temperature of water 
Faucet includes ceramic disc valve 
Pop-up drain included 
Includes optional escutcheon base plate – for sinks with 3 faucet holes 
ADA compliant 
Low lead compliant
Delta 25840LF Technologies and Benefits:
SpotShield®: Delta SpotShield Technology helps to keep your faucet or shower cleaner, longer by resisting water spots
and fingerprints. With the addition of antimicrobial protection of the finish, SpotShield Finishes also help to reduce stain
—and odor—causing microbial growth on the faucet finish.
Delta 25840LF Specifications:
Height: 7-3/16" (deck to top of faucet) 
Spout Height: 5-7/16" (deck to spout outlet) 
Spout Reach: 5-7/16" (faucet base to spout outlet) 



Quantity: 1.0 Dimensions: 60 x 30 x 17"

Material/Finish: Porcelain

Quantity: 1.0 Dimensions: 30" x 19" x 34"

Material/Finish: White

60 in. x 30 in. Soaking Bathtub with Right Drain

Details:
The Maui 60 in. bath tub is the industry's deepest enameled steel bath tub with a modern, functional recess design. The
Maui is lightweight and offers a built in leveling support pad. No mortar base required for installation- just set and level
it, saving time and money. The Maui offers a 35 degree lumbar support for a more comfortable bathing experience. 
Attached support/leveling pad makes setting and leveling easy 
Maui is constructed from a single sheet of heavy gauge seamless steel, giving it the beauty of porcelain and the strength
of steel 
Porcelain finish is non porous and won't fade or crack 
Porcelain finish is non porous and won't fade or crack 
Porcelain finish is easy to clean and maintains original color and high gloss; never discolors or fades like synthetic
products 
Bootz Porcelain on Steel Bathtubs are Certified Green by Materials Analytics Services, LLC (MAS), a 3rd party
accreditation authority, conducting lab tests for emissions considered harmful, specific to post-production VOC
Emissions.

Doveton Collection

Details:
Perfectly at home in traditional settings, the Doveton single vanity by Home Decorators Collection is where style meets
function. An excellent choice for your powder room or small washroom, its smartly appointed storage includes a tilt-
down drawer and a 2-door cabinet with an adjustable interior shelf that helps you maintain a clutter-free environment. A
fresh white finish brings a classic vibe to your space while a smooth engineered marble countertop finishes off the clean
look. Choose between its two sets of hardware in black or brushed nickel to customize your new vanity. 
Home Decorators Collection Doveton 30 in White Undermount Single Sink Bathroom Vanity with White Engineered
Marble Top for a traditional look 
White finish vanity with black and brushed nickel hardware included. White engineered marble countertop with single
thickness, straight edge and removable backsplash 
Features a 20.87-in x 13.58-in rectangular undermount ceramic sink and pre-drilled holes for a 4-in widespread faucet.
(Faucet not included) 
2-door cabinet, 1 adjustable interior shelf and 1 tilt-down drawer 
Soft-close mechanisms ensure the drawer and doors open and close quietly and easily. 
Two sets of included hardware in black and brushed nickel so you can choose your look. 
An undermount sink set in a smooth engineered marble countertop keeps things easy to clean. 
cUPC certified sink 
Comes with manufacturer 1-year limited warranty



Name: Reserved White

Code: SW7056



Guest Bath - Floor Plan



Guest Bath - Elevations



Guest Bath - Perspectives



Master Bath - Materials



Quantity: 1.0 Dimensions: depth x 0.78 in. x width x 5 in.

Material/Finish: Stainless Steel

Quantity: 1.0

Luxe Tile Drain

Details:
Product Features:
Installs independently of all waterproofing materials and procedures. Replaces strainer. Compatible with most standard
2" floor drains. 
Constructed of 304 marine grade stainless steel which provides greater resistance to corrosion 
Easily removable grate simplifies access for cleaning and maintenance

Driftwood #543



Quantity: 14.0 Dimensions: 3 /8" x 8'

Material/Finish: Brushed Nickel

Quantity: 26.0

Schluter Brushed Nickel

Details:
Schiene is designed to finish tile edges on floors. It features an 87° angle to transfer point loads and protect tile edges
from chipping. Schiene is ideal for tile transitions to another surface of the same height. The integrated joint spacer
ensures a uniform grout joint and the 1/8 in. wide reveal creates a clean and discreet transition for tile floors. 
Accommodates tiles 3/8 in. thick 
Made of brushed nickel anodized aluminum 
Designed for floor applications 
Suitable for residential and commercial applications 
Prevents tile edges from chipping 
Return Policy

Famed - Glamour



Quantity: 240.0 Dimensions: 24 x 48

Material/Finish: MF04 - Matte

Quantity: 120.0 Dimensions: 16" x 47"

Material/Finish: Glazed Ceramic / Porcelain

Modern Formation - Headland Fog

Kudos Perla Chevron



Quantity: 1.0 Material/Finish: Metal, Brass

Quantity: 1.0 Dimensions: height x 36.25, 37 in. x width x 4.75 in.

Material/Finish: Metal, Brass

Kohler - Purist w/ hand shower

Details:
Kohler KSS-Purist-4-RTHS Features:
Shower package includes: shower head, diverter, handles, hand shower, hose, shower arm, slide bar, rough-in, valve
trim, wall supply 
Pressure balanced valve trim - single cartridge controls the temperature of the water and the on/off function 
Two lever style metal handles 
Wall mounted compatible diverter included 
Slide bar included 
Matching hand shower with pause control and hose 
Pressure balanced rough-in valve with scald guard 
ADA compliant 
High quality finish – will resist rust and corrosion through everyday use
Valve Trim Specifications
Valve trim constructed of brass ensuring dependability and longevity 
Rough in valve is included with this package 
Valve Trim Height: 6-1/2" (top to bottom) 
Valve Trim Width: 6-1/2" (left to right)
Shower Head Specifications
Single function shower head 
Shower Head Flow Rate: 1.75 gallons-per-minute 
Shower Head Height: 3-15/16" (spray nozzles to connection outlet) 
Shower Head Width: 5-1/2" (left to right) 
Shower Arm Length: 8-3/8"
Hand Shower Specifications
Hose Length: 60" 
Hand Shower Flow Rate: 2.5 gallons-per-minute

Purist Floor Mounted Tub Filler with Built-In Diverter - Includes Hand Shower

Details:
Purist faucets and accessories combine simple, architectural forms with sensual design lines. Featuring this modern,
minimalist style, the Purist floor-standing filler trim complements a wide variety of freestanding baths. It brings
sophistication to your bathroom with a defined profile and sleek, integrated handshower.
Kohler K-T97328-4 Features:
Covered under Kohler's limited lifetime warranty 
Constructed of brass 
Brass is highly resistant to corrosion and an excellent choice to withstand high temperatures 
Coordinates with products from the Purist line seamlessly 
Includes hand shower - single function hand shower handy for rinsing down the tub or just rinsing off after a bath 
Smooth single handle operation 
Single handle included with faucet 
Includes rough in valve 
ADA compliant 
Made in America
Kohler K-T97328-4 Specifications:
Height: 36.25, 37" (bottom to top of faucet) 
Spout Height: 31.5, 32.3125" (deck to spout outlet) 
Spout Reach: 12-1/16" (center of faucet body to center of spout outlet horizontally) 
Flow Rate: 7 gallons-per-minute 
Hand Shower Flow Rate: 1.75 gallons-per-minute 



Quantity: 13.0 Dimensions: 6-5/16"

Material/Finish: Brushed Nickel

Quantity: 1.0 Dimensions: 21" D x 59" Hang

Material/Finish: Metal

Davenport

Sputnik Sphere Chandelier

Details:
Sputnik pendant lighting with stainless steel lines and crystal strings extending from a small sphere in every direction,
bloom like fireworks. Clear crystals are gorgeous and look like it is a more expensive fixture and is true to the picture. It's
the perfect pendant light fixture to install in the kitchen island, dining room, coffee bar, lobby, restaurant, and any space
you like.
What's Included?
- Canopy 
- Bulb(s)
Features
- The shadows it throws on the ceiling look very cool, never to chip, fade, or tarnish.



Quantity: 1.0 Dimensions: 7.44'' H X 11.81'' W X 11.81'' D

Material/Finish: Plastic

Quantity: 1.0

Square Bathroom Exhaust Fan

Details:
This exhaust fan effectively removes moisture and reduces stuffiness. The powerful exhaust also runs very quietly.
What's Included?
- Motor 
- 1 Bulb(s) 
- Installation Kit 
- Switch
Features
- The fan is made of ABS plastic, which is strong and durable enough for a reasonable price. 
- Uniquely designed fan blades reduce air leakage and work efficiently. The copper motor guarantees a long product life.
Product size length 11.81in* width 11.81in* height 7.44in. 
- Don't worry about the life of the LED light, it can work for a long time. Trust our products and we will give you the best
value for your money. 
- Fan reduces air leakage by up to 50% for better home performance through blower door tests and reduces warm and
cold air recirculation. 
- Efficient: Powerful ventilation removes most 120 CFM full bathrooms to keep your surroundings comfortable at all
times.

Cape Gray #546



Quantity: 2.0 Dimensions: 8.5" h x 16"

Material/Finish: Brushed Nickel

Quantity: 1.0 Dimensions: depth x 23.6 in. x height x 23.6 in. x width x
31.5 in.

Material/Finish: Acrylic

Purist Widespread Bathroom Faucet

Details:
Combining architectural forms with sensual design lines, Purist faucets and accessories bring a touch of modern
elegance to your bathroom. This sink faucet exemplifies the Purist 's understated style, with its low gooseneck spout and
lever handles. Easy-to-install and leak-free UltraGlide valves provide reliable performance and durability. And the spout
features laminar flow, which helps conserve water while preventing splashing.
Kohler K-14406-4 Features:
Covered under Kohler's limited lifetime warranty 
Faucet body constructed of metal 
Coordinates with products from the Purist line 
Widespread mounting type - 3 hole faucet with 8-16" centers 
Deck mounted installation - 3 hole faucet mounts directly to sink or countertop 
Dual lever handles control the flow and temperature of water 
Faucet includes ceramic disc valve 
Pop-up drain assembly included 
ADA compliant 
Made in America
Kohler K-14406-4 Technologies and Benefits:
WaterSense/Eco-Performance: To help make a difference on a global scale and further its role as industry leaders in eco-
performance practices, Kohler has established partnerships with a number of environmental organizations, including
WaterSense. Many Kohler faucets are equipped with low-flow aerators; meaning they use less water, while continuing to
meet superior performance standards.
Kohler K-14406-4 Specifications:
Height: 8-1/2" (deck to top of faucet) 
Spout Height: 5-13/16" (deck to spout outlet) 
Spout Reach: 5-1/2" (faucet base to spout outlet) 
Flow Rate: 1.2 gallons-per-minute 
Faucet Centers: 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 8, 9" (distance between centers of outside faucet holes) 
Maximum Deck Thickness: 1-5/8" (cannot mount on thicker decks) 
Faucet Hole Size: 2" 
Faucet Holes: 3 (minimum number of holes required for installation)

Orion 67" Free Standing

Details:
Miseno 255067-BAT Features:
Covered under Miseno's 1 year limited warranty 
Acrylic construction maintains heat longer and is easy to clean 
Soaking bath tub for a calm bathing experience 
Installs in a free standing configuration 
Center drain placement 
Equipped with overflow assembly permitting the user to enjoy a deep soak without worrying about spillage
Miseno 255067-BAT Specifications:
Overall Height: 23-5/8" (bottom to top of tub) 
Overall Length: 66-7/8" (left to right of tub) 
Overall Width: 31-1/2" (front to back of tub) 
Basin Depth: 23-5/8" (top to bottom of basin)



Quantity: 1.0 Dimensions: 9.5'' H X 30'' W X 6'' D

Material/Finish: Glass, Metal

Mayleah 4 - Light Dimmable Vanity Light

Details:
This vanity light will be a perfect pick for contemporary spaces. Made from a metal back plate with hand-blown glass
shades, it presents a simple and elegant style with more texture. Dress up your bathroom with this classy fixture, it's also
compatible with a dimmer switch, allowing you to adjust the lighting level to suit your sleepy eyes in the mornings.
Features
- Sturdy metal frame painted 
- Clear hand-blown glass in a cylindrical shape 
- Can be mounted upward or downward upon preference 
- Can be dimmable with a set of matching switches and bulbs (bulbs and switches are not provided).



Master Bath - Floor Plan



Master Bath - Perspective



Master Bath - Elevations



Master Bath - Elevations



Master Bath - Perspective



Master Bath - Perspectives


